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President’s Preamble
The HCMC has spread its wings with the inaugural meeting of the South West Social branch, on
the 13th February. 21 members attended including Anna Farrell manager of the Collie Motorplex.
Several apologies were received so the next meeting on the 13th March should be even
bigger. Some members had never attended a club meeting before and were grateful for updates
on club business.
MWA is organising a Junior State Road Race Championships with two of our club rounds being
included in their calendar for the year.
The Committee has decided that the pink vest instructors will now need an MWA coaching
certificate. The coaches will now wear the pink vests to distinguish from novice riders.

Mick Tesser has printed fliers for our Collie events which will be distributed by Dave and Michelle
Gapes in the Collie/Bunbury area. We will also have radio ads for our club championships. Mick
has also printed scrutineering stickers which will be event specific.
Refunds for missed meetings can be obtained by advising the Race Secretary up to 7 days
before the event, or with a doctors certificate 7 days prior to the event. Special dispensation for
emergencies and for FIFO workers who can provide a copy of airline ticket will be at the
committee’s discretion. There will be no rollover of money to the next racing event.
The committee is looking to acquire another trailer and covered quad which will be needed for
the long track at Collie.

All road bikes will now be scrutineered before practice on Saturdays.
An A frame will be displayed at the scrutineering bay on Saturday with the practice format, and
on the Sunday with the names of available scrutineers to clear crashed machines etc.
A major rule change in Period 6
Excluding P6 formula bikes all others can be enlarged – e.g: P6 400’s can be kitted to full P6
500 capacity. P6 250 to 500 if possible. So get your cheque books out.
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Note from the Chief Scrutineer
Welcome to what will be an exciting 2019 race season. So, I survived 2018 in my first year as
Chief Scrutineer! Seems I must have done an OK job, as I’ve been asked back for 2019.
No doubt many of you will be underway with prepping machines for the first fixture at the end of
March, and some you may even be planning for the Nationals in September. In January some
intrepid members (including me) made the long trek across to Phillip Island for the Island
Classic for some brilliant historic racing action. I was a member of the scrutineering team & had
an opportunity to discuss the 2019 GCRs with other national level MA officials.
The 2019 MoMS (Manual of Motorsport) which contains the General Competition Rules for all
MA sanctioned motorcycle competition is now available on-line or you can acquire a printed
copy for a small fee from MWA.
IT IS REALLY IMPORTANT that you all read the 2019 MoMS as there are changes to the
GCRs which may impact on your bike preparation, riding gear & possibly log books. Please
note that not all the information you may need is to be found in the Historic Road Racing
chapter……….
First & foremost – thankyou to the Scrutineering Team for your efforts, it is not easy to be an
official & race at the same time – fortunately we all race in different classes, so there is always
a scrutineer lurking in the paddock to answer the summons of the Clerk of Course. Thanks to
Kevin Webb, who help the team to understand the dark art of scrutineering sidecars, and also
the sidecar teams for coming to the scrutineering bay, instead of us trying to find your pit bay in
the dark. Thanks also to Race Secretary Terina Hickey, who provided all the forms, equipment
and stationery the scrutineers need in order to do the jobs – and sorry for the lateness of
handing in my Chief Scrutineer reports, I promise I’ll try harder this year.
I’m really pleased & proud with the positive response to the scrutineering team’s work last year.
It was very noticeable that bikes and riding gear were of a good standard and, towards the end
of the year, most of the little things we found & asked you to fix had been sorted. I can vouch
that the HCMC standard is very high (see pic of Lex McKinley’s bike as one example), as I
scrutineered a few rather ordinary bikes at the Island Classic (and yes they were sent away to
be cleaned up & comply with safety & eligibility rules!). Mind you, there were also a lot of very
fine & immaculate machines as well (e.g. the Irving Vincents), and it would be great if we could
aspire to this level for the Nationals, even if we can’t quite achieve it. To this end In the lead up
to the Nationals the scrutineering team will be endeavoring to check at each round that bikes &
gear are compliant with the GCRs. Key things we will be looking for are:
Machine appearance & cleanliness
Machines should be presented as per the introductory paragraphs of the Historic Road Racing
chapter. ‘Farm-shed finds’ & gumtree ‘bargains’ will be turned away by scrutineering if you’ve
not cleaned off the cobwebs, surface rust & decades of grime.

Note from the Chief Scrutineer
Race numbers
Historic classes your number plates must carry the HRR race number on your National Senior
Licence.
Modern, GP125 & Thunderbikes – if you have your licence shows a Road Race number (RR)
please use this number, however if you only have an HRR number you may use this at
interclub events.
Juniors – lease use the number on your Junior Licence.
For those racing on a day/event licence – the Race Secretary will allocate a number to you for
each event.
The race number on your licence is the one listed on RiderNet & this is the number used by the
Race Secretary who compiles the scrutineering check sheets. it causes us no end of pain &
confusion if we are looking for your bike under the wrong number. Terina has a small supply of
race numbers available on race weekends, so you can buy the appropriate numbers. Insulation
tape numbers will be tolerated if they are neat, don’t peel off and the correct colour.
If you don’t like the race number you have been allocated, you can approach MWA to see if you
can change it, not always guaranteed, as it may be allocated to someone already. However, if
you have let your National Licence lapse, you may find your former race number has been
allocated to someone else. In such an instance you can’t continue to use your former race
number, you will need to use the one issued to you.
Please note that for national events (eg Australian titles, Island Classic, Festival of Speed) you
may be allocated a different race number to the one on your licence, as race numbers are
allocated by each state branch of MA which often means duplication. At these events you must
use the number allocated to you by the event promoter.
Safety Checks include;
Lock-wiring as per GCRs for HRR & RR – especially brake calipers, sump plugs, radiator & oil
filler caps. Any other bolts, nuts or other objects that could work loose and fall off/turn into
missiles.
Shark’s fin/chain guards as per the GCRs for HRR & RR.
Wheel weights on taped over or have a suitable secondary securing system.
Helmets must have Aust. Standard 1698 label or approved equivalent. Linings & straps in good
condition.
Leathers, boots & gloves must be in good condition, no tears/holes in fabric.
It would be really helpful to the team if P6, Moderns, GP1i25s & Thunderbikes could have belly
pans removed (where applicable).

Note from the Chief Scrutineer
Log Books
Log books are to be presented at scrutineering.
Please make yourself familiar with the rules regarding log books.
Key points are:
• It is mandatory that historic race machines must have an MA issued log-book.
• Ownership details must be current.
• If preparing a new machine for the Nationals this year, lodge your application well before
the entry closing date for – processing log book applications can take quite some time.
• If you are waiting on your log book to be issued, please advise the Race Secretary when
you are entering a race event. It also helps if you can provide a hard copy of an email/letter
from MA acknowledging receipt of your logbook application.
And finally – if you are a first-time racer, a new Junior member or new to historic racing, please
introduce yourself to the scrutineering team, so we can assist you with ensuring you & your
bike pass scrutineering at your first go.
I’m looking forward to being HCMCWA Chief Scrutineer for 2019. Most especially the Nationals
– because I will be busy racing the little Ducati whilst the fabulous Gino Coyle will be Chief
Scrutineer.
Trusting you all keep shiny side up this year!

Australia Day @
Boyanup

Update on the road
racing facilities in W.A.

By Dave Haines
A great social morning was had by all who
turned up to the Boyanup Lions Club
Australia Day Breakfast, a charity event
where money was raised this year for the
Royal Flying Doctors and other local
volunteer services.
Many beaut old bikes and cars were on
display from Indian Harley club members,
local car clubs and HCMC riders. Lots of
interest was shown towards our club and it
was great to catch up for a yak with a few
local enthusiasts. Thanks to John
Mattaboni who brings his bikes to this
event year after year.

Collie Motorplex
The Collie Motoplex extension is almost
complete which is great news. We expect to be
able to conduct a track inspection of the facility
in early March. In September this year the
National Historic Championships will be held on
the soon to be completed extension. This event
is being promoted by the Historic Competition
Motorcycle Club of WA. There details can be
found at the below
link. http://historicracing.asn.au
Barbagallo
WASCC has made changes to the track which
will see a return to MA permitted racing at
Barbagallo. The changes to the track allows the
layout to comply with the current MA track
guidelines and has taken into account the
recommendations from the 2016 Hall report.
We will have more positive news regarding this
in the next 2 weeks. MCRCWA has booked
days at Barbagallo in 2019 which can be seen
at the below link which include state
championship rounds. MWA is very pleased to
be working with the WASCC with the outcome
of returned motorcycle racing at Barbagallo in
early 2019. https://mcrcwa.com.au/cms/
Keysbrook
This is still a proposed facility to be built by a
private entity which is moving through regulatory
process at the moment. As soon as MWA has
any update on this we will let you know. Please
see the link below for an update on the WA
Motorsport strategy as well as potential
additional facilities for regional WA.

https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/
McGowan/2018/12/WA-Motorsport-Strategyconsultation-period-extended.aspx

Phillip Island Classic 2019
By Tony Logan, with footnote by Rob Fry
In a relatively short time WA riders have formed a big team at the PI classic and everyone
makes a big effort to fly the WA flag. Each year we have made small improvements and this
year was no different with an even more professional presence. We are treated with great
respect by the organisers, as they know we put in a big effort to attend this race meeting at
one of the worlds best tracks. The effort all WA and supporters make is impressive and jump
right into promoting our club and state.
Due to us having a 40ft container full of gear and bikes, we are given the luxury of access to
the track pits the same time as the international teams, which is a full day ahead of those who
trailer bikes. Makes it very relaxing unpacking and going over everything after long transport
and is a chance to have a good laugh.
Thursday is a private practice day, getting your head back to speed after a number of months
off a racetrack (for most anyway). For all the first time PI virgins this year it was a bit of
anxiety mixed mainly with excitement of being there. Neil Howard, Marco Vittino, Lex
Mckinley, Paul Pickford, Paul Jones ,Ben Barker, John & Josh Mathers all came back from
their first sessions with typical Cheshire grins.
Weather was really hot, wind was gusty but made no difference to the fun. Couple of crashes
Poor Rob Fry had a big off which put him the medical centre with bad bruising and crook
neck. He sat the next day out as could hardly move but found some inspiration from Toby
Price and raced really well Saturday and Sunday.
Couple of small issues for people's bikes but nothing too bad.

Phillip Island Classic 2019
By Tony Logan, with footnote by Rob Fry
Friday 25/1/19
Qualifying today and first race for everyone and All went well. It was as Windy as hell with a great
tailwind down the straight in the morning. 191 top speed down the straight on the little bike and
254 on the big bike, and I'm sure Josh Mathers and others were even quicker. Tipping into turn
one is surprisingly ok but keeps you fully focused and trusting everything working properly.
Marco had an issue with the Ducati thinking it was seized and thought that was the end his
weekend. Shaun Oliver cajoled him into pulling it apart, hey presto, broken part off clutch holder
jamming the motor. Threw the broken part out, put it all back together in the hope in its new
lightened state would see the weekend out and it did! Marco smiles a lot but grin was especially
wide for 4 days.
Dave Manson on the 125 pushed himself like a demon taking out race win after race Win.
Swapped motors, broken exhaust, didn't phase him, just kept going and rode brilliantly. Mark
Lang-Hughes didn't have a good run on his 125 so was annoyed not to be in the middle of it all.
Paul Smith brought over an entourage this year and was looked after like a factory rider by his
crew. Backed it up with great fast riding and first place in the 350 class. The Laverda 500 was
great to listen to.
My first race was on the big bike, got a good start from 6th on the grid and was 3rd into turn 1.
Dropped to 4th at Stoner corner and was all out of shape into the hair pin as had no grip. Pushed
too hard and carried too much speed on cold & 12 month old tires into 10, MG corner and binned
it low side as the front went out trying to get 3rd back. Bike and me were fine, just cold tires and
trying too hard. Bugger...
new Pirelli rubber fitted front and back so all good for the rest of the weekend.
Saturday - Australia Day at the island. Very hard to beat.
Perfect weather compared to the last couple of days.
Lex, Ben, Neil and myself were up second race. What a hoot. Neil got a fantastic start, and we all
went really well times kept falling for everyone.
Few races later out on the Nick Miller/Bob Humphries built Drixton and had a great start, huge
moment, out onto the grass and gathered it all up & held onto 3rd. Noticed the front disc had
cracked at the end of the day....walked the pits but no joy and thought I was out. Scott
Heckingbottom from Retro motorcycles got onto the web and found me a disc only 20 minutes
away in San Remo. Unbelievable ...

Phillip Island Classic 2019
By Tony Logan, with footnote by Rob Fry
John gave up his ride for his son Josh as the Yamaha was not playing ball. Most dads would probably do
the same, but it's Phillip island!!!!
A lot of us were on the new Roo race fuel which whilst more expensive, the Aussie team mechanics told
me they saw a 4% gain across the board from Avgas.
I went put 80 ltrs of Methanol through the 350 Drixton and 40ltrs of Roo race fuel in the big girl. Would
have been similar for all I think.
Sunday was a terrific day however Eric had a seize in the NSR250. Shaun Jnr rode the pants off the TZ
and it sounded sweet. Dropped his times by 4 seconds after chatting with gurus who came over a helped
adjust suspension. That's the sort of knowledge in all the pits alongside - there are so many who are
more than happy to share knowledge even though you are racing them. Just like our club really.
Dave’s wife cracked us all up being his brolly girl in pit lane and hamming it up.
Wow. What a weekend. We all finished in one piece and a few of us got a little cup, but each and
everyone says they had a terrific time and will be back. Make no mistake the island classic is just bloody
out of this world.
The international classic and is dead set scary to watch from a riders perspective. The way those guys
walk & weave their bikes through turn 11 and 12. Front wheel in the air the whole time, small tank
slapping going on...Just shows you have to get on sooner, no choice but to hold it open.
At the presentation we promoted our Nationals as well as the club all weekend.
Great fun all.
Footnote – Rob Fry
We had 22 riders with 28 bikes in 4 large garages and had an entry in every race and up to 5 riders at a
time on track regularly. We were by far the largest single team compared to the overseas and Australian
teams.
Keo Watson from Central Coast NSW riding for Neil Robinson and Sandy Martin from Melbourne join us
as well. We had some great results with 1 x 1st places, 2 x 2nd places, 2 x 3rd places, 4 x 4th
places eight other top ten finishes remembering this has a non-progressive grid starting system and had
8 new riders to the track.
All the team did WA and HCMC proud and I was very proud of the Team and the way we presented
ourselves to the organisers and other riders over the weekend. Plans are already underway for an even
bigger and better 2020 PIC and I hope we can get even more members to join us next year.

Phillip Island Classic 2019
By Paul Jones, first time competitor at the Island
Even though I have visited the Island for GP events a number of times, I never thought that I
would have the privilege of riding this iconic venue. Thanks to our fantastic club and the
enormous efforts of Rob Fry, this great opportunity came to many of us who otherwise would
not have been able to attend. A genuine heartfelt thanks to Rob from everyone in Team WA
for your guidance and organisation. It is no mean feat to move 27 bikes and 22 riders across
the country and back without a hitch. Our club spirit really showed when Redgum Racing and
Hurtle Racing got off our flights and arrived a bit later on the Wednesday to find that our bikes
had been unpacked by other team members and safety checked ready for the Practice Day –
thanks to all those involved.
For me, the track and the event were amazing and definitely showed me, and probably lots of
us, the areas of riding which needed some polish – or a good rub with some 400 grit. What
was a really great part of the experience was the comradery in Team WA. To be in our sheds
was a real pleasure. Everyone talking about their last set of laps, sharing tips, laughing at our
mistakes and really enjoying the mateship. When someone’s bike went down everyone would
rally around and get the repairs done. Support crew were included and helped wherever they
could. It seemed that every time someone came in from the track there would be one of our
group waiting with a paddock stand.
Personally, it was an absolute pleasure to be right next to young Keo, riding Neil’s bike, and
watch such a dedicated and professional young man focus on improving the bike and his
riding. That was really great to watch and a bit of a lesson for me if I am honest. I have no
doubt that we will see Keo at the highest levels of racing. Good job young fella!
Then there was the riding. Just an amazing track and a fantastic event. The Phillip Island
Team went out of their way to make sure that Team WA had everything we needed. I don’t
remember much of my first Practice Session apart from thinking this is bloody quick. I do
remember to gardening sessions going off at turn 4 and MG corner. As the days and the
sessions passed, I think we all gradually improved and learned really how fast you can go
through turn 1, the tricks for Southern Loop and for me exactly how short of the pace I really
was through Lukey Heights and the old MG corner. The standout part of the track, I think, is
just how special Turn 12 on to the main straight is. Every now and then we would get a
reminder to stay upright with the thud of a helicopter or another look at Rob’s developing
haematoma after punting the wall at Southern Loop.

Phillip Island Classic 2019
By Paul Jones, first time competitor at the Island
The Phillip Island Reception on Friday afternoon was great but I must admit that, in such
accomplished racing company, I did feel a bit like the dumb kid who accidentally walked in to
the top maths class. It was really great to listen to the ‘war stories’ of some really down to
earth riders who have achieved at the highest level. The reception was another great chance
to mingle with other members of Team WA and enjoy great company.
The riding continued. I think we all got faster and it got cooler after a couple of plus 40 days.
The whole event finished with a Team WA dinner at the Rusty Water Brewery where the
‘bench racing’ continued and a great meal and cleansing ale was shared among friends.

Classic Motorcycle Riders Club
Honda CB750 50th Anniversary Ride
26th-28th April 2019
The release of the Honda CB750/4 in 1969 set a milestone in motorcycling history. It was the first
large capacity motorcycle from Japan and its transverse four-cylinder overhead cam motor set the
standard for decades to come. Disc brakes, electric start and a reliable motor attracted buyers by the
thousands and 50 years later this bike, like an old rock group, still has its devoted fans.
To celebrate its release in Australia in April 1969, the Classic Motorcycle Riders Club has organised a
three-day Honda CB750 ride.
The CMRC wishes to invite all owners of this seminal bike to join the club on a three-day celebratory
ride through the SW of Western Australia. Come for the whole trip or just drop in for a day, whatever
takes your fancy.
We have combined the best motorcycling roads in the South West with plenty of stops for
refreshments and a chat.
Day 1 - 26 April

•
•
•
•

Meet at the Narrogin Inn at Armadale on Friday 26 April 2019 at 9:00 for a 9:30 start.
Morning Tea at Dwellingup;
Lunch at the Moody Cow in the Ferguson Valley;
Overnight in Bridgetown dining at the Freemasons Hotel

Day 2 – 27 April

•
•
•
•

Breakfast in Bridgetown;
Morning Tea at
Lunch at
Overnight at Nannup, dining in the Nannup Hotel.

Day 3 – 28 April
•
Breakfast in Nannup;
As usual with these trips you have to book your own accommodation. Get in early to secure your bed.
Accommodation options include:
•
•

Freemasons Hotel in Bridgetown - 9761 1725 - $75 -$100/night
Nannup Hotel in Nannup – 9756 1080 - $50-$60/night

We will provide a backup trailer and will probably ask for a few dollars to contribute to the driver’s fuel.
If you are intending going on this ride contact Peter on 0408 950 074 or pboreham@westnet.com.au.

For Sale
Please send any bikes or parts for sale to hickec@hotmail.com
RGV250 cross over pipes – excellent
condition. Best reasonable offer.
Wil Croft
92438922
For Sale – Ducati Panigale 1199 S Tricolore – 2013 model. Reluctant sale. Less than 500KM
on clock. Termignoni system, ABS, traction control, quick-shift, Ohlins forks & shocks.
Serviced by Pro Twin. Registered until end of March. $33,000 (neg). Only serious offers via
email will be considered, contact ducatista500@hotmail.com

Any buy, sell or swap advertisements to
be sent to hickec@hotmail.com
For bikes & trailers, please attach a
photo

